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Welcome to my 100th edition of Orbit! 

 

I’ve done many things for the Hamilton Centre over the years.  I helped out at the sign-in desk at the ’71 RASC General 

Assembly.  I assisted in clearing the parking lot of trees at the Observatory, sat on the Board in 5 consecutive decades, 

and been President for 6 of those years. This year I’m on the Board again, looking after the Forum (with help from John 

Devonshire), running NOVA, and editing Orbit. 

 

It’s the latter, though, that gives me the most pleasure.  I’ve been working on scanning in all the issues of Orbit that we 

have, but let me just quote from Volume 1, Issue 1, from February 1968: 

 
Here it is—Vol.l No.l of Orbit, the quarterly publication of the Hamilton Centre of the Royal As-

tronomical Society of Canada.  It is an inauspicious beginning, only 4 pages to start with; but it 

is a beginning.  It is our hope to expand and improve with every issue! 

 

The aims of this publication are 6—fold: 

1 To keep members informed of past, present and future developments in Astronomy and in the Cen-

tre.  

2. to create further interest in our activities. 

3.to encourage observations and scientific accomplishments by our members. 

4.to provide a sounding board for the views of members.  

5.to stimulate contact between the Hamilton Centre and the other Centres of the RASC and other as-

tronomical organizations in other nations. 

6.to contribute in some small way to the advance of Astronomy as a science. 

 

It is hoped to have many regular features and departments in Orbit, such as predictions of events, 

news of activities and news of members etc..but the majority of the contents will have to come 

from you, the members. It is hoped that you will cooperate with your editorial staff when called 

upon to write a small bit about your telescope or about observations you have made or possibly 

about your favourite theory. Without your help,O0rbit may have an early demise! 

Our centre is really starting to be a super—active group. The future looks very bright indeed, but 

it will be so, only with the interest and time devoted by you,the members. Orbit has made a good 

your support, it will continue. 

 

It’s a slow process, particularly because I’d like the entire archive to be searchable once I’m done, but the Optical Char-

acter Recognition (OCR) software I’m using is not doing the worlds best job of keeping the format and the contents in 

synch.  Frankly, it is very tempting to just scan the pages in and have done with it.  Perhaps in a few years, when there is 

a good AI based version of OCR this task may be easier, because at the rate I’m going, it could be a couple of years be-

fore I’m done! 

 

Every decade, or so, major work has to be done with the trees at the observatory.  This normally involves massive 

amounts or red tape to be cut through before a single tree is cut down.  This time, however, Ed MIzzi managed to make 

the process look easy, and in November, a crew convened at the site to reduce a number of trees to wood chips.  You can 

see the process and read the report in these pages this month, but I’m hoping to see similar results to what we’ve seen 

before: An upward bump in the number of people using the Observatory now that more sky can be seen! 

 

Thanks to Ed Mizzi for the Outreach, Tree cutting, and Monthly meeting reports, and for the pictures he provided of the 

first two.  Thanks also to Abigail Hughes for the pictures of the November meeting. 

 

Thanks for reading! 

 

Roger 

 

Issue Number 2, December, 2017 
Roger Hill, Editor 
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Studying Storms from the Sky By Teagan Wall 

 

 

The United States had a rough hurricane season this year. Scientists collect information before and 

during hurricanes to understand the storms and help people stay safe. However, collecting infor-

mation during a violent storm is very difficult. 

 

Hurricanes are constantly changing. This means that we need a lot of really precise data about the storm. It’s 

pretty hard to learn about hurricanes while inside the storm, and instruments on the ground can be broken by 

high winds and flooding. One solution is to study hurricanes from above. NASA and NOAA can use satellites to 

keep an eye on storms that are difficult to study on the ground.  

 

In Puerto Rico, Hurricane Maria was so strong that it knocked out radar before it even hit land. Radar can be 

used to predict a storm’s path and intensity—and without radar, it is difficult to tell how intense a storm will be. 

Luckily, scientists were able to use information from a weather satellite called GOES-16, short for Geostationary 

Operational Environmental Satellite – 16. 

 

The “G” in GOES-16 stands for geostationary. This means that the satellite is always above the same place on 

the Earth, so during Hurricane Maria, it never lost sight of the storm. GOES-16’s job as a weather satellite hasn’t 

officially started yet, but it was collecting information and was able to help.  

 

From 22,000 miles above Earth, GOES-16 watched Hurricane Maria, and kept scientists on the ground up to 

date. Knowing where a storm is—and what it’s doing—can help keep people safe, and get help to the people that 

need it.  

 

Hurricanes can also have a huge impact on the environment—even after they’re gone. To learn about how Hurri-

cane Irma affected the Florida coast, scientists used images from an environmental satellite called Suomi Nation-

al Polar-orbiting Partnership, or Suomi-NPP. One of the instruments on this satellite, called VIIRS (Visible In-

frared Imaging Radiometer Suite), took pictures of Florida before and after the Hurricane.  

 

Hurricane Irma was so big and powerful, that it moved massive amounts of dirt, water and pollution. The infor-

mation captured by VIIRS can tell scientists how and where these particles are moving in the water. This can 

help with recovery efforts, and help us design better ways to prepare for hurricanes in the future.  

 

By using satellites like GOES-16 and Suomi-NPP to observe severe storms, researchers and experts stay up to 

date in a safe and fast way. The more we know about hurricanes, the more effectively we can protect people and 

the environment from them in the future. 

 

To learn more about 

hurricanes, check out 

NASA Space Place:  

https://

spaceplace.nasa.gov/

hurricanes/  
 

 

 

Caption: These images of Florida and the Bahamas were captured by a satellite called Suomi-NPP. The image on 

the left was taken before Hurricane Irma and the image on the right was taken after the hurricane. The light color 

along the coast is dirt, sand and garbage brought up by the storm. Image credit: NASA/NOAA 
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  Extreme Astrophysics: Life at the World’s Remotest Telescopes, Part 3  

by Adam Hadhazy of the Kavli Foundation 
From oxygen-thin mountaintops to barren deserts to the South Pole, many of the world’s most powerful telescopes are in distant, in-

hospitable environments. Three researchers share their adventures pursuing science at the farthest corners of the world.  

 

This is the third and final except from a newsletter of the Kavli Foundation, and is an edited transcript of a roundtable discussion with 

three researchers who have taken their love for science to the ends of the Earth.  It was too long to fit in one single article, so I’ve cut 

it into three pieces.  The third participant is Naoyuki Tamura, an astronomer at the Kavli Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of 

the Universe (Kavli IPMU) at the University of Tokyo. Between 2005 and 2012, he often traveled to the Subaru Telescope atop Mau-

na Kea, the highest point on the Big Island of Hawaii, to set up an instrument that can take detailed observations of more than 100 

faint cosmic light sources at a time.  

 

The Subaru Telescope is located at the 4,200-meter 

summit of a dormant volcano, Mauna Kea, on Hawaii’s 

Big Island. Astronomers wield its powerful 8.2-meter 

mirror and various instruments to conduct a wealth of 

cosmic investigations, including into objects in our 

Solar System, star formation, the workings of our 

Milky Way and other galaxies, black holes and the 

expansion of the universe. Mauna Kea’s summit rarely 

warms beyond 50 degrees Fahrenheit, and winds can 

reach 160 kilometers per hour. When astronomers 

leave the summit, they can drive to sea-level towns in 

about two hours—one of the few places on Earth where 

such a dramatic change in elevation is possible in so 

short a span. Subaru is operated by the National Astro-

nomical Observatory of Japan. (Photo credit: NAOJ)  

 

Naoyuki Tamura is a project associate professor at the Kavli Institute for the Physics 

and Mathematics of the Universe (Kavli IPMU) at the University of Tokyo. The instru-

ments he develops are used for studying stars, galactic evolution and cosmolo-

gy. (Credit: Naoyuki Tamura)  

 

THE KAVLI FOUNDATION:  Did you have any Wizard-of-Oz-type, “We’re not in 

Kansas anymore,” moments, when the “otherness” of these new places hit you? 

 

NAOYUKI TAMURA: As you’re driving up to the mountain of Mauna Kea, the 

landscape changes with the altitude and the forests and shrubs disappear. When I saw 

the summit of Mauna Kea the first time, it looked like a photo of Mars. It is so high 

that there aren’t any trees, plants or grasses. It’s a windswept desert of volcanic debris. 

Up there, you can sometimes see above the clouds, so it’s just impressive.  

 

KF: Naoyuki, what drew you to doing science so far from home at Mauna Kea?   
 

TAMURA: When I was a master’s student, I wasn’t interested in making telescopes 

or instruments; I was dedicated to using them! But in the course of doing astronomy, I found I wanted to be more familiar with the 

instruments themselves. Luckily, one of my senior colleagues was working in this area, so I joined a team and got involved in making 

the hardware and software components for a new instrument for Subaru. My job was to integrate them at the Mauna Kea Observatory. 

 

TKF:  Let’s talk about the preparation, physically or mentally, that goes into deploying so far away from home.  
 

TAMURA: For Mauna Kea, we did not do special training, but the risk of altitude sickness is very real. During my initial few visits 

to the summit, I had quite a few struggles. I had a severe headache, I didn’t want to eat anything and I couldn’t sleep well. But after a 

few visits, I got much better physically. 

 

Then I realized that because of the altitude, you make quite a few stupid mistakes, and when you talk to people, discussions do not go 

very efficiently. So you need to do much more preparation. You have to have a clear idea of what to do before you go up to the sum-

mit. You need to make a clear list of actions. 

  

http://www.kavlifoundation.org/taxonomy/term/392
http://www.kavlifoundation.org/tags/black-holes
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TKF: So once you're adjusted, what's it like working and living in these extreme locations?  

 

TAMURA: Get-togethers up on Mauna Kea were not an option. Where people would spend downtime is in the nearby city of Hilo, 

at sea level, on the east side of the Big Island, about two hours from the summit of Mauna Kea. It’s really a good city in which to 

live. There is not as much entertainment as in Honolulu, but there is a lot of nature and it’s very quiet. You feel as if time flows more 

slowly than usual. I was worried about whether I could work hard, living in Hilo, but it wasn’t a problem. Maybe I was too much of 

a workaholic. [Laughs]  

 

TKF: What were your living quarters like?  

 

TAMURA: We are prohibited from staying up at the summit because it’s too dangerous with the thin air. So when I had to work on 

the summit or participate in an observing run lasting several nights, I’d stay at dormitories inside stone houses, called Hale Pohaku, 

that were a bit less than 3,000 meters up the mountain. From there, it’s only about 30 minutes to reach the summit.  

 

TKF: What’s one item you wish you’d packed for your trip, or were very happy that you did?  

 

 

TAMURA: I also always tried to have a snack in my pocket, like candy or chocolate or something I could eat immediately when I 

felt cold or hungry. That and lots of warm clothes!  

 

 

TKF: Do you have plans to go back to the "ends of the Earth" for astrophysics, and if so, anything you would do differently this 

time? 

 

TAMURA: At the University of Tokyo, I’m currently working on delivering another new instrument to Subaru. In the next two or 

three years, I will probably go to Hawaii and once again run around on the summit of Mauna Kea.  

Shooting for the stars from astroanecdotes.com 
 

Just like any other field of science, astronomy has had its share of colorful characters over the years. One of the more recent ones 

was no doubt Fritz Zwicky (1898-1947). Zwicky was a Swiss astronomer, who came to California Institute of Technology as a grad-

uate student, and ended up as a full professor, spending the rest of his life in Pasadena. 

 

Zwicky was known for his antics and sometimes odd behaviour, both during social gatherings, but also during scientific work. In 

terms of the latter, one could probably consider him thinking very far outside the box. One of the more famous episodes happened 

during a night of observing with the 200″ Hale telescope at Mt. Palomar Observatory; 

 

One of the challenges when observing objects close to the Earth, is the ability for the telescopes to track fast-moving objects. You 

want your telescope to be able to move fast across the sky. At the same time, it needs to move smoothly enough so that the object 

you are tracking stays on the same spot on your detector. This is far from trivial, and even with modern telescopes, accurate tracking 

of near Earth objects can be quite challenging. 

 

In the days of Fritz Zwicky this was even more true than today. And understandably it was 

of interest to determine just how fast and accurate it was possible to track objects with the 

Hale Telescope. Zwicky took an somewhat unconventional approach to testing this. 

 

Together with his night assistant, Ben Traxler, he conducted an experiment, where several 

shots were fired with a rifle out through the dome slit. Zwicky would then attempt to track 

the bullets with the Hale Telescope. There are no reports as to how successful this experi-

ment was, but  it is definitely an example of Zwicky’s outside-the-box thinking. The incident 

did however, result in Zwicky being temporarily banned from using the Hale telescope. 

 

On the other hand, his way of thinking did lead to groundbreaking research in supernovae amongst other things. He also proposed 

several ideas that were subsequently confirmed, like neutron stars, gravitational lensing and dark matter, many of which were not 

taken seriously at the time. 

 

To my knowledge, Zwicky has been the only astronomer who was literally “shooting for the stars”. Which should probably be con-

sidered a good thing. 

 
Thanks to Barbarina Zwicky for providing details for this story.  
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We Just Sent A Signal 13 Billion Miles Into Space And  

Got A Response From A Decades-Old Spacecraft from IFL Science 

 

NASA's Voyager 1 spacecraft, the farthest spacecraft from Earth, just turned on some of its thrusters that haven't been used since 

1980. 

Currently the only spacecraft we've ever sent to interstellar space, Voyager 1's attitude control thrusters – which it had used to point 

its antenna towards Earth – had been wearing down. When it can no longer point its antenna to Earth, we'll no longer be able to con-

tact it. 

In an effort to prolong the lifetime of the spacecraft, scientists at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in California found they 

were able to use another set of thrusters on the spacecraft to perform this task. This could extend the life of the spacecraft beyond 

2020. 

"With these thrusters that are still functional after 37 years without use, we will be able to extend the life of the Voyager 1 spacecraft 

by two to three years," said Suzanne Dodd, project manager for Voyager at JPL, in a statement. 

These thrusters are called the trajectory correction maneuver (TCM) thrusters. They were originally used by the spacecraft to navi-

gate past the planets Jupiter and Saturn as it made its way out of the Solar System. 

The latest planetary encounter was Saturn on November 8, 1980, so the thrusters hadn't been used since then. But the other day, the 

team decided to try firing them up again, to see if they still work. 

They fired up the four thrusters for the first time in 27 years on Tuesday, November 28. It took 19 hours and 35 minutes for Voyager 

to send the results of the test back, owing to its distance from Earth (21 billion kilometers or 13 billion miles). On Wednesday, No-

vember 29, they got confirmation that it had worked.  

“The Voyager team got more excited each time with each milestone in the thruster test,” Todd Barber from JPL said in a statement. 

“The mood was one of relief, joy, and incredulity after witnessing these well-rested thrusters pick up the baton as if no time had 

passed at all." 

The TCM thrusters are similar in size and functionality to the other thrusters. However, Voyager has to turn on one heater per thrust-

er in order to use them, which drains power. So they'll use the TCM thrusters until there isn't enough power for the heaters and then 

switch back to the other thrusters. 
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 A “Chip” Off the Old Block by Ed Mizzi 
Well, all that’s left of the trees that were cut down earlier this year is a nice soft layer of wood chips spread out over part of our ob-

servatory parking lot. 

 

That’s what happens when you get 13 busy “beavers” working for almost 4 hours on a cool and damp Saturday in November, along 

with a chipper, chainsaw and a few rakes and shovels. Andy Blanchard was kind enough to pick up the chipper and once we got start-

ed there was no stopping us. While people were feeding logs into 

the chipper, Troy McCoy was cutting down a few more trees and 

others were dragging those pieces out of the bush. Still others 

were spreading out the finished material with rakes and shovels. 

In fact, we had enough help that a few of us also did a total 

cleanup of the “warm-room” and reorganized it to make the 

space more useable for meetings and outreach. 

 

As he did in the Spring, Andy provided a delicious lunch of ham-

burgers, buns, chips, drinks and tasty condiments and Dilip 

Mahto treated us to TH doughnuts. Thank you both. I also wish 

to thank Gary Bennett for posting announcements about this and 

Bob Prociuk for his fabulous organizational skills. 

 

On behalf of the Hamilton Centre, I want to thank and congratu-

late those who participated, including: 

 

Muhammad Ahmad  Dilip Mahto 

Gary Bennett   Troy McCoy 

Andy Blanchard   Ed Mizzi 

Rick Cudmore   Mike Pell 

Brian Kent   Bob Prociuk 

Bill Leggitt   Ron Shields 

Robert Levesque 

 

I also wish to thank Martin Palenik who came out on the same 

day to work on the 14” scope, with help from Gary Bennett and 

Ron Shields. Martin has been working hard to get that scope 

working so members can make use of it. 

 

I’m sure that all involved would agree that it was a very reward-

ing and enjoyable experience and I encourage all club members 

to get involved in any way you can. These truly are feel-good 

activities. 
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 The Sky’s the Limit at Pearson High School By Ed Mizzi 
 

Well, another successful Outreach event was held at Pear-

son High School in north Burlington. 

 

It began during the day on November 28 when Ed Mizzi 

spoke to 2 grade nine science classes, using one of his 

several astronomy slide shows. The discussion included 

the Solar System, Milky Way and the scale of the Uni-

verse, helping the students understand the vastness and 

diversity of outer space. The students were quite interest-

ed and asked several questions about the planets, stars and 

other celestial bodies. They also answered almost all of 

Ed’s questions and were very engaged with the discus-

sion. Ed also talked a little bit about astrophotography and 

displayed a few of his own photos. 

 

Later that day, Ed met with the students (at 6:30 PM) in 

the school parking lot, where he set up one of the club’s 

10” Dobs. The sky was not great but they did have an op-

portunity to see the Gibbous Moon up close and there 

were lots of oohs and awes and “that’s really cool” com-

ments. Ed had help from Bob Prociuk and Erin Vassair. 

Bob passed around binoculars and helped with a short Q 

& A under the night sky. Erin explained a smart phone 

app to the students and how to use it. She also encouraged 

the students to nourish their interest in astronomy by read-

ing and possibly joining a club someday. She especially 

encouraged the young ladies present, explaining that the 

hobby was still a male dominated one and needs more 

women to get involved. 

 

It was a great day for all it and left Ed, Erin and Bob with 

a super feeling of satisfaction that they had piqued the 

curiosity of these young individuals and provided them 

with a small sample of just how fascinating astronomy 

can be. 

 

The next Outreach event occurs on Dec. 15 at a high 

school in Mississauga. That one will be a daytime event 

where Ed will, once again, use slides to help broaden the 

horizons of more grade 9 students. If you wish to see one 

of Ed’s lessons to help you learn more about one facet of 

outreach, feel free to join him. More information will 

soon be posted on the Forum.  
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 November 2017 Monthly Meeting by Ed Mizzi 
On Nov. 2, 2017, the Hamilton Centre met for its regular monthly meeting. Attendance was very good with about 45 people present 

and everyone was looking forward to the lecture by Dr. Chris Talpas. 

 

Ed Mizzi began the proceedings with a welcome to everyone. He displayed a slide with the agenda on it and briefly introduced the 

topics for the meeting. He mentioned several club activities and advantages of membership and encouraged people to get involved. 

He was remiss in mentioning Orbit, Editor Roger Hill, great reading and one of the best ways to stay informed about the club. He 

also mentioned and recommended a new book he purchased, “2018 Guide to the Night Sky” by Storm Dunlop & Wil Tirion, which 

was advertised in the latest Skynews edition. 

 

First up was Bill Leggitt, the club’s Treasurer. He announced that he would have a detailed account of our finances in December. He 

also advertised the 2018 RASC calendars, which would be for sale during the break and at the December 7 meeting.  

 

Ed introduced Bob Prociuk, Board member, whose portfolio includes vice president and memberships. Bob discussed the benefits of 

membership at the Hamilton Centre and the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. He welcomed both new members and members 

of the public. Our newest member is Lesley Reinsborough-Degenhardt. Our total is now 114. 

 

Then Ed Mizzi discussed outreach and also encouraged members to participate in these fun and enjoyable activities with the public. 

He listed several events that occurred over the past year, especially the most recent events, including the July 29 Sidewalk Astrono-

my session at Spencer Smith Park in Burlington, Bob Prociuk’s solar eclipse event on Aug. 21, a visit to the St. George Library and 

the corporate event, at L3 WESCAM in Burlington. Bill Leggitt discussed the great time that he and Eric Golding had at Westfield 

Heritage Village and that, despite the cloudy night, they had a super time discussing astronomy with many children and adults alike. 

Ed mentioned the next event, scheduled for Nov. 28 at Pearson High School in Burlington. Hopefully the rest of the 2017/2018 year 

will see similar fun events, with more members participating. 

 

Next, Bob Prociuk took the floor to talk about the last stage in our observatory tree removal program, scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 

4, from 10 until 3. Andy Blanchard would rent a large chipper machine for the day and he offered to provide a hot lunch for us. Bob 

encouraged members to get involved and help out, even if for an hour or two. 

 

Ed Mizzi then told attendees about Astronomy on Tap T.O., an event that occurs periodically at the Great Hall in Toronto. It in-

volves hearing from several experts in our field but in a more relaxed venue where the audience members can sip on a cold beverage 

and participate in the evening’s events.  November 10, 8 PM to 11 PM. 

 

Then Ed invited Andy Blanchard up and he announced a potential new program of having the RASC symbol on vehicle licence 

plates. RASC National is looking for support for this and by a show of hands, many Hamilton Centre members were very interested 

in purchasing new plates with the symbol included. Colin Haig, National President, said he would poll other clubs and his executive 

would then decide on next steps. 

 

We then took a 10 minute break to give people a chance to stretch, chat and purchase calendars from Bill. 

 

After the break, Bob Prociuk introduced the night’s speaker, giving an excellent summary of Chris Talpas’ life story regarding his 

love of astronomy and tonight’s topic. 

 

Dr. Chris Talpas then provided us with an entertaining and informative lecture entitled “Is there anyone out there? Thoughts on the 

likelihood of finding technological alien life.”  Chris used Earth as part of the basis for his findings and attempted to give us a sense 

of just how difficult it is for complex life to form in the Universe. The audience was very intrigued by what he had to say and many 

questions ensued, both during and after the talk. A big thank you to Chris, who has given other fascinating talks at previous meet-

ings. 

Bob thanked Chris with a gift of appreciation for the time he spent both preparing and providing his findings.  

 

Ed then adjourned the meeting but not before informing members of three upcoming meetings: 

- November Board meeting, at the observatory, Nov. 8, 8 PM. All members are welcome. 

- December Monthly meeting, at the Legion, Dec. 7, 8 PM. Members and the Public are welcome. 

- December Board meeting, at the observatory, Dec. 13, 8 PM. All members are welcome. 

 

Thanks to all who attended. Thanks to Abigail Hughes for taking photos of the proceedings. 

 

Following the meeting, about 18 people met at the Royal Coachmen to further discuss all-things-astronomy. 
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